SCHOLARSHIP ANNOUNCEMENT

The Department of Aerospace Engineering at San Diego State University is soliciting applicants for the 2014 SDSU Galactic Unite Borden scholarships.

Galactic Unite is a global initiative, driven by Virgin Galactic's community of Future Astronauts and the Virgin Group's not-for-profit Virgin Unite. Galactic Unite aims to inspire and support young people to seek answers to global challenges through advancing education in science, technology, engineering, mathematics and entrepreneurship. Galactic Unite through the efforts of Virgin Galactic Future Astronaut Scott Borden has awarded a grant to SDSU Aerospace Engineering Department to support a scholarship program.

The SDSU Aerospace Engineering Department will award five $3000 scholarships in the 2014-2015 academic year to students interested and actively pursuing space exploration and transportation related design or research projects. Selected scholars will receive mentoring and have access to educational programs at Galactic Unite in partnership with Virgin Galactic.

The deadline for submission of completed application is October 17, 2014. All application materials must be submitted electronically by email to: sdsu.aerospace@gmail.com. Selections will be announced on October 20, 2014.

For more information contact;

Department of Aerospace Engineering
5500 Campanile Drive, Mail Code 1308
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182-1308
Email: nosseir@mail.sdsu.edu